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Abstract :  The human face recognition acts as a top priority in terms of security. The faces are recognized by 2D or 3D face 

images. Face recognition through variant pretence, lighting and appearance (PLA) be a tricky setback in computer visualization. 

The number of inherent features of particular person face is done by generally suitable biometric method. Numerous facial 

analysis tasks will follow it as a precondition to solve plenty of problems. In this paper, intend an synthesis and analysis structure 

meant for face identification by alternate PLA. First, a capable tracking method for 2D images on face. Second, incorporated face 

recognition approach is to do tracking under 3D plane by a 2D facade image with impartial appearance and common lighting. 

Besides all other approaches, we introduce a real time 2D face tracking over 3D plane by giving more percentage of recognition 

accuracy compared to all other existing approaches. The approach makes use of multiple 2D planes, which is helpful to project 

2D feature points on all over the planes. The process used to select nearest point on plane and leads to ease of forming frame 

contains estimated feature point on all numerous planes. It leads to create 3D plane on 2D feature point by using Cambridge 

landmark markers and multiple homomorphism projection. This approach got up with better results in terms of achieving high 

accuracy. 

 

Index Terms - Geometry, Face recognition, 2D face alignment, 2D tracking, 2D to 3D integrated mapping, Homomorphic 

projection. 

  

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The face recognition acts as a part of security gain issue and used to identify person individually with their face alignment. The 

Face alignment is the method to line up a face image and identifying a group of marked points, considerably corners and sharp 

edges in human facial structure. The facial analysis work can be taken care by aligning the face image properly and acts as key 

role during implementation. The approach is appropriately used after detecting face and early feature extraction steps as well as 

classification such as face identification [1], recognition [2] and reconstruction [3, 4]. The face alignment have its own 

importance, hence it is considered fine throughout decades [5] with additional approach say Active Shape Model [6] and Active 

Appearance Model (AAM) [7,8] .  

In recent years, face alignment recognized as a top vision issue due to its popularity. So that it gains plenty of attentions to 

achieve better results. The present method are partitioned into three clusters say AAM-based methods [7, 8, 9], Regression-based 

methods [10, 11, 12] and Constrained Local Model-based methods [6, 13]. 

The technical motivation behind paper is to addresses the issue used to tackle research gap associated, which leads to 

undertake pose-invariant face alignment. The previous approaches lacks with the following challenges; such as dissimilar quantity 

of perceptible landmarks over fake variation and the spatial allocation of the position are extremely pose dependent. These two 

introduces dare for present approaches because all of them followed 2D shape representation. We are proposed to rebuild 3D face 

structure and projection matrix, which acts as a hidden formation of 2D face structure [14, 15].The other sort of technical 

approach applied to face alignment which is of large pose with the help of 3D Morphable Model (3DMM), here carried out 

3DMM fitting with arbitrary poses to face image.  

The predictable 2D face arrangement techniques are frequently motivated via confined exterior attribute part about every 

expected 2D marker. As a part of natural choice, we can’t predict patches out of face on different poses under similar area. The 

difficulty in finding such issues leads to a big challenge for learning algorithm of different pattern on our base landmark. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The paper [16, 17, 18] describe the face detection, variation in pose estimation and aligning the face all together. [16] Proposed 

the 3D structure model by mixing optimized parts and its adoptable to faces having huge variety of pose. 
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[19] Introduced multimodal techniques that employ iterative nearby point (INP) to take out space map, it causes detachment 

among interconnect position and query. This technique comprises facade judgment, marker decision plus pattern calculation. 

They considered biased total regulation to combine profile and surface gain. 

To defeat accuracy in face profile problem, [20] partitioned facade into dissimilar overlap areas where every face section was 

recorded alone. Distance among areas was considered as comparisons assess and outcomes were fused by having customized 

Board count. They accomplished 97.2% rate on FRGC v2 catalogue. Previous methods used to abandon the cause of look also are 

learned by separating the face by distinct element and extract facial appearance by all pieces in 2D with collection imagery [21, 

22]. 

 

2.1 Geometric approach: [23] anticipated an exact 2D-3D face detection scheme depends on 16 geometric invariants; those were 

intended starting with a numerous “control point”. The 2D imagery and 3D statistics about faces were connected throughout 

geometric modification. This technique is all about pretense and lighting invariants, however the method routine is strongly 

followed the correctness of “control points” to gather. 

The technique planned by [24], the primary objective was to automatically decide the equilibrium outline beside the facade. This 

is accepted by way of calculating meeting point among regularity flat along with facial lattice, resultant gives planar arc precisely 

represent the regularity shape. One time the regularity shape is effectively dogged, a little characteristic point down regularity 

outline is determined. 

The characteristic point is necessary to calculate added facial character, will be developing to assign middle area of facade and 

take out a profiles group. To allot the equilibrium profile, it is believed that it gone through nose tip. It is carefully taken care by 

easiest facet point to revert and to distribute by a bilinear blend Coon’s facade patch. Coon’s patch is a parametric facade defines 

by a known four-boundary’s curve. In [24], the four margins of coon’ patch be find out depends on border arc to surround an 

estimated essential area of concern, it is just the area of the facade include or probable to have nose region. This area be estimated 

depends on midpoint of the group that stand for 3D facial picture. 

 

2.2 Face recognition approach: Furthermore, a number of mechanisms on fiction intend to plot 3D face replica into a few small 

length spaces, together with confined isometric facade demonstration [25], or conformal allocation [26]. The Various works for 

generalization also aim to examine incomplete person biometry, means that identification depends only on face components, as 

for instance in [27], where writer make use of nose section for recognition reasons. [28] Discovered how conformal plan to 2D 

plane [26] can be useful to inequitable face detection. To deal cost of computation to 3D face identification they have exploited 

conformal maps of 3D plane to a 2D area; hence it simplifies the 3D mapping to a 2D one. The most important issue discussed in 

[29] was to produce facial characteristic maps which maintains for recognition by pertaining formerly developed 2D detection 

system. Construction of 2D maps on 3D face surface can manage replica alternation and transformation. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 The 2D face recognition methods have problems due to difference in lighting, position and direction of the head and 

facial language. The correctness towards problems are bit complicated to achieve it. Even though 3D face recognition may grab 

attentions of peoples, still it has its own drawback like rarely available and commercial setback. Hence researchers fulfil the 

targets by using 2D images to do 3D face recognition.  

 The paper [29] gives importance for tracking and detecting approach to facial landmark characteristic over 3D static and 

dynamic data range.  The detected landmarks competencies are authenticated through appliance for geometric base facial 

appearance arrangement for both posed and natural expressions and pose estimation related to head. 

 The authors in [30] detailed a technique of 3D face reconstruction model beginning with worse class 2D images obtained 

under a variety of facial appearance, head direction and lighting circumstances. They are skilled enough to build modified pattern 

to perform work by using 3D morphable model.  

 The researchers in [31] addressed a novel technique for 3D face restoration confine from front camera of a smart phone 

suffer since motion blur, non-frontal shape and low resolution. The 3D face reconstruction can be carried out initially by means of 

Scale-Invariant attribute transformation and after that identical feature correspondence is used to create reliable tracks which 

generate point clouds on consequent processing by the use of Point/Cluster based Multi-view stereo(PMVS/ CMVS).  

 

 The study in [32] concerned on huge pose based face detection scheme by combining CNN regression and 3D 

morphable form. The technique fits a solid 3D morphable replica to 2D face images have random pose. Cascaded CNN-based 

regresses have taken care to find out the appropriate parameters, 3D profile parameters and the factors of projection matrix. The 

study of CNN is attained by designing pose-invariant manifestation characteristics using dense 3D shapes. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 

4.1 2D-to-3D Incorporated Face Restoration: The single necessary contribution to efficient scheme is front 2D face picture of a 

theme by regular lighting and impartial appearance. Though considering early 2D alignment algorithm, most of them are not 

precise enough for facade re-enactment scenarios. By that time, a universal 3D face representation is helpful for customized 3D 

face renewal.  The 3D profile has compacted by the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).  Following the 2D face association, the 

key facet points use to calculate the 3D shape coefficients of Eigen vectors to track 2D images. The coefficients play a role to 

recreate the 3D face outline. At last, face surface is taken out by an input picture. Through mapping, we obtain 3D replica for 

restructured 2D input image. 
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4.2 Competent 2D face alignment: Regular alignment on multiple view face imagery is still an unlock trouble. However face 

configuration on front face is well considered [32].  In some part of job, the input images of 2D are in front posing by regular 

lighting and impartial look, which is generally ordinary case in face detection. Beneath such a limitation, a quick and precise 2D 

face configuration algorithm is set up to place input facial point like face outline point, eye midpoint and nudge. The arrangement 

of characteristic point can be customized while arrangement is incorrect, was hardly ever happen. 

 

4.3Proposed Framework: Our framework comprises mainly three precise components such as geometric model, 2D alignment 

and 2D tracking. The video recording on android phone carried out to cover features of human face. The typical homomorphic 

projection of spherical curve on a circular plane shown in Fig. 1. Our homomorphic projection approach deployed to map feature 

points on top of homomorphic plane. Here, we designed geometric model by that way person facial features and geometric points 

are coordinated in right way. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Homomorphic projection points 

As camera coordination which recognizes deepness inside an image are not present in regular place or need expert and 

costly hard-ware. Primarily we need a technique for face recognition and 2D face placement. Fig. 2 be evidence for a model of 2D 

face alignment where 68 landmarks fixed to the face. The planned works uses 68 feature points, 68 landmark points as facial 

characteristic points and then place it on a virtual circular Homomorphic plane. The feature point treated as candidate of single 

plane, but during head movement the feature point changes to another plane. It means placed point across neighboring plane is 

calculated by having mahalanobis distance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 2D face alignment of 68 landmarks on a facial image   Fig. 3 An example of a 3D morphable model, fitted to the facial  

            image shown in Fig. 2 

 

During subsequent steps the 2D face alignment procedure used as an input to recommend the making of a 3D facial 

model. 3D facial approach developed by tracking 2D images provide better off depiction for person’s facial geometry comprise of 

an intense mesh usually contain a lot of vertices. The 3D morphable model (3DMM) proposed to get accuracy of facial 

movements with the help of geometric features through 3D face models and Fig. 3 fitted model for facial image.   

 

The proposed methodology in Fig. 4 works in following manner within our framework. Initially facial landmark points 

are get and same to be projected on homomorphic plane and in terms it placed over multiple planes. However, distance is 

measured from initial point of plane. The process repeats, till we obtain minimal distance and declare it has point candidate. The 

face recognition is achieved through convolution neural network. 
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Fig. 4 Proposed Methodology 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The image file essentially comprises of several isolated texture blocks where we create projected model for captured image using 

2D to retrieve a 3D shown below in Fig 5 

    

Fig5: 3D face Projection with its construction by capturing a image from 2D cameras [33] 
We utilized [23] for assessment of the enrollment blunder of the proposed strategy and contrasted the equivalent and 2D 

interjection and Absolute 3D examine strategies. Supreme 3D filter is the ground information given the dataset. We utilized 2D 

introduction with Median channel to fill the holes after component mapping. In the proposed framework, as the database pictures 

contains just a single perspective on the face, the view was turned around focus point and the milestone focuses are balanced. Test 

yield of the three is appeared as follows. The proposed strategy then again depends on exact milestone following and surface 

mapping between polygonal work and facial milestone focuses. Mistake was least for unadulterated frontal countenances and 

most extreme for side appearances. Subsequently, our strategy can be depended for the appearances that can be caught from the 

front end to acquire higher precision. The outcomes got for reconstructing 3D face with 0.81 exactness utilizing SSIM [1] strategy 

has overwhelmed with a little sum by our system with an average consequence of 0.872. The 3D reproduction [3] dependent on 

light force our method works better in all varieties of light. Notwithstanding for limiting the milestone focuses [6] our strategy 

created a work structure to recognize the milestone focuses with more or uneven light force with shifting profundity so the 

execution can be improved with time and precision. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
The major setback in today’s word is usage of 3D cameras all over the world without trying to create 3D planes through 2D 

feature point. The paper clearly explains the framework and methodology for face recognition. As well as demonstrated approach 

for real time 2D image tracking under 3D plane with high precise values given in our results. Especially, our approach follows 

multiple 2D planes for to project 2D feature points. The paper makes use of homomorphic projection and cambridge landmark 

markers to build 3D plane over 2D feature points. Due to huge availability of 2D cameras compared to 3D cameras, we can easily 

deploy our part of work to get better results with more accuracy compared to existing works.  
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